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Aging well is now a key issue for senior marketing, yet this concept remains little investigated by consumer research. This study

provides a reliable and valid measurement instrument for Desired Aging Well in three dimensions (physical, psychological and

social). Its influence on consumer behavior is tested on French senior population.
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EXTENDED ABSTRACT
The increase in life expectancy and the challenge of aging well 

that ensues from it have given rise to the new concept of success-
ful aging (SA). SA has been the subject of many research studies 
over the last fifty years (Havighurst and Albrecht 1953; Rowe and 
Kahn 1987). Aging well has also become a key issue for marketing 
to seniors, yet this concept remains under-investigated in consumer 
research.

Given the demographic, financial, and strategic importance of 
the seniors target (Moschis 1992, 2003) and the lack of marketing re-
search on the subject, it is necessary to examine the perception of SA 
and its influence on consumption by individuals over 50 years old.

This study provides a reliable and valid measurement instrument 
for Desired Aging Well (DAW) in three dimensions: physical, psy-
chological, and social. Its influence on consumer behavior is tested in 
three markets: health, leisure, and financial services. The DAW scale 
and the overall antecedents-manifestations-consequences model are 
validated on a sample of 1,019 individuals who are representative of 
French people aged 50 to 65 years old.

The SA model, its definition, and measurement have been sub-
ject to controversy in scientific research (Depp and Jeste 2006). Our 
research, through the DAW construct, is situated within the theoreti-
cal framework of Baltes and Baltes (1990). Through the Selection, 
Optimization, and Compensation (SOC) model, the authors have de-
fined SA as an adaptive process of selective optimization and com-
pensation.

There is a lack of consensus in the literature for the evalua-
tion of SA. Some researchers (Rowe and Kahn 1987) consider that 
SA should be characterized by normative criteria defined by the re-
searchers. Others (Baltes and Baltes 1990; Baltes and Carstensen 
1996) argue that it is a matter of the individual’s subjective judgment. 
In order to clarify the divergent approaches of the SA construct, we 
propose making a conceptual distinction between SA and Aging Well, 
and argue that SA is a normative view of the quality of aging (objec-
tive approach) while Aging Well is centered on the perceived quality 
of aging by the people concerned (subjective approach).

Baltes and Carstensen (1996) believe that a normative approach 
is detrimental to a better understanding of aging because it ignores 
the individual and cultural variation among people’s objectives. On 
the contrary, according to the subjective approach, when one is inter-
ested in SA an important preliminary question would be to establish 
people’s goals.

Following Baltes and Carstensen’s (1996) position, we view 
SA as the achievement of the objectives of the person concerned. 
The subjective approach seems all the more relevant in a marketing 
research context as it can more accurately explain consumption be-
havior. It is also more adapted to marketing methodologies. 

In sum, the literature review on SA and the marketing context 
of our study led us to understand DAW as a perception for which we 
offer the following definition:

“DAW is the individual perception of the relative importance 
of the objectives to be pursued in the quest for ideal aging in 
accordance with one’s physiological, cognitive, social, and 
financial resources” (Sengès, Guiot, and Malas 2013).

A literature review on DAW antecedents led us to consider 
the following variables: subjective age tendency which is the dis-
crepancy between chronological age and subjective age  (Barak and 
Gould 1985; Moschis and Mathur 2006), age, the search for positive 
emotions, life satisfaction, and gender. The SOC model (Baltes and 
Baltes 1990) and the future time perspective theory in motivation 
(Nuttin 1980, 1984) prompted us to test the influence of DAW on 
consumer behavior. The three sectors highlighted by the literature 
were studied through the following indicators: the number of finan-
cial portfolio reallocations, the frequency of leisure activities, and 
the attitude towards health innovation. 

To define the DAW concept and to create a reliable and valid 
measurement scale, we drew on Churchill’s (1979) paradigm. Data 
collection was carried out through a quantitative online survey on a 
sample of 1,019 French people aged 50 to 65 years old. 

The model was tested by the structural equations method, which 
gave a satisfactory fit to the data: Goodness-of-Fit Index (GFI), Ad-
justed Goodness-of-Fit Index (AGFI), Comparative Fit Index (CFI), 
and Root-Mean-Square Error of Approximation (RMSEA) were 
close to the norms if one refers to the commonly used measurement 
indices (χ2: 433.00, significance: .000, χ2/degree of freedom: 2.547, 
GFI: .961, AGFI: .947, CFI: .958, RMSEA: .039). Causal relation-
ships were evaluated using standardized parameters.

This study reveals three important findings. The first is that the 
DAW may be captured by a multidimensional construct made up of 
three components: Physical, Psychological, and Social. It is possible 
to work either with the full DAW scale or with only one dimension. 
The physical factor constitutes two-thirds of DAW explained vari-
ance.

The second important result concerns DAW antecedents. Life 
satisfaction, the search for positive emotions, internal subjective age 
tendency, and gender (being a woman) have a significant positive 
influence on the importance given to the DAW dimensions. On the 
other hand, actual age and the external subjective age tendency have 
no impact. These findings confirm that the internal subjective age 
tendency should be distinguished from the external subjective age 
tendency. 

The third contribution of the study is that DAW appears to have 
a significant effect on consumption behavior. Indeed, the greater the 
importance attributed to physical, social, and psychological DAW, 
the greater the number of actions related to financial investments and 
the greater the interest in health innovations. Finally, the importance 
attached to psychological DAW exerts a positive influence on the 
frequency of leisure activities. 

Thus, DAW has the capacity to characterize consumer expecta-
tions in terms of aging and to predict their consumption behavior. 
Therefore, the DAW may be used as a segmentation criterion for the 
seniors market. 

Future research should consider other dimensions for grasping 
the DAW construct more fully, such as cognitive functioning (Rowe 
and Kahn 1997) and physical appearance (Bowling 2010). Further 
research on a wider sample (from 35 to 80 years old) would also en-
able an analysis of the potential variations of DAW according to age 
and their impact on consumption.
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In conclusion, the introduction of the DAW concept to market-
ing could contribute to the development of Aging Well Marketing 
and could enable practitioners to better meet the needs of senior con-
sumers who want to assume control of their aging.
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Figure 1: Diagram of Relationships Between Variables
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